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Abstract 
South Korean films that address North Korean themes have changed in the 

decades since South Korea’s democratization. Whereas films in the 1990s 

presented North Koreans as villains, by the 2000s most films took a more 

nuanced approach, presenting North Koreans as complex people with the 

potential to adapt in South Korean society. This paper analyzes three films 

from the mid-2000s dealing with North Korean issues (A Bold Family [2005], 

Over the Border [2006], and Welcome to Dongmakgol [2005]) in the context 

of the South Korean political landscape and North-South relations at the time. 

The paper argues that mid-2000s films represent a transitional point in the 

filmic depiction of North Koreans in South Korean film, opening up 

possibilities of hybridity in Korean identity. These films exhibit an almost 

ethnographic impulse to document everyday life, and as such contribute 

broadly to a visual anthropology of North-South Korean relations. 
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A grandfather on his death-bed watches home videos of Korean reunification 

on TV, and heals unexpectedly at the prospect of visiting his northern 

hometown . . . . A video camera captures moments of village merrymaking through 

song and dance as the Korean War rages all around . . . . A North Korean defector 

comes across a wedding portrait of his former fiancée as he waits for his daughter’s 

one-hundred-day birthday photo shoot at a studio in Seoul. Camera lenses, 

photographs, and TV screens are so prevalent in twenty-first-century South Korean 

films that one might suspect there was a national directive to use visual tropes as 

plot devices and symbols of sentimental affect. The films I have just referenced—as 

well as so many other South Korean films of the 2000s—are saturated with still 

images and self-contained visuals. What is it about these films that inspires the 

explicit capturing of memory through the visualization of screens on screen? 

The effect of this meta-narrative is a kind of self-consciousness and 

documentation of everyday life that approaches an ethnographic sensibility. 

Another layer is added to the scenes from the three films alluded to above when one 

considers that they are South Korean films about those most familiar of national 

“others”: North Koreans. This leads to an element that could loosely be considered 

“anthropological” in its attempt to represent and understand—and affect a certain 

understanding among the film-going public—a society; indeed, one film reviewer 

uses the term “anthropological” to refer to the way he felt while watching the 

everyday routines of a fictional North Korean defector on screen (Kyu Hyun Kim n. 

pag.). But can, and should, these films be read ethnographically? Can feature-length 

fictional films by South Koreans about North Koreans—films that do not even 

presume to be a version of any reality—contribute to a “visual anthropology” of 

North Korea, or multicultural South Korea for that matter? Do these films and 

people’s interpretations of them tell us anything we do not already know about the 

North, or about the Korean peninsula as a whole, in the mid-2000s? This essay 

analyzes themes and visual composition of three South Korean films with North 

Korea subject matter from the mid-2000s, arguing that the films represent a 

transitional moment in South Korean representations of North Korea. The striking 

prevalence of “screens within screens” in these films can be read as a desire to 

capture the heady promise of the Sunshine Policy throughout the majority of the 

2000s—despite the policy’s detractors—in a “family photo,” replacing the 

caricatures of evil, bloodthirsty North Koreans of the previous era. For better or for 

worse, a political shift in 2008 led to yet another shift in filmic representations of 

North Koreans going into the 2010s: they can still be friends and lovers, but true 
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reconciliation can only occur outside of the Korean peninsula itself, a dilemma I 

will explain in the final section of this article.  

Darcy Paquet traces the “documentation of the everyday” aesthetic impulse 

prevalent in South Korean film of the 2000s back to a revival of the South Korean 

film industry after the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997. As the chaebŏl, or business 

conglomerates, were forced to restructure, directors and producers had to figure out 

how to turn a profit in the production and marketing of new films. In order to 

compete with Hollywood films, directors had to play with genre or breathe new life 

into old genres such as comedy and melodrama. Some ways of doing this were to 

turn a comedy into tragedy for the last third or fourth of the film, or to alter the 

temporality audiences came to expect from melodrama. An example of a film that 

invigorated a tired genre was Hur Jin-ho’s Christmas in August (1998), a 

melodrama in real time, lacking the unbelievable excesses (and accompanying 

catharsis) of typical melodramas. Whereas typical melodramas tend to manipulate 

their audiences with time—the heart-stopping “too late!” or breath-taking “in the 

nick of time”—the narrative of Christmas in August was subtly interrupted by 

portraits taken by the protagonist, a photo shop owner. The general method of 

filming, too, was still and minimalist: “. . . a plot focused mostly on details involves 

a kind of stillness in thematic development. The viewer in a sense becomes like a 

person scanning a photograph for details” (Paquet 50).1 It is perhaps ironic that as 

the Asian Financial Crisis marked a transition to the cutthroat, competitive and 

intensely neoliberal South Korean society of today, it created a breath of fresh air 

for Korean films. As companies were restructuring and mass lay-offs were 

occurring, Korean filmmakers were able to carve out new spaces for more nuanced 

and diverse characters and tell unexpected stories. 

The complex relationship between film and photography is not a new 

revelation—Walter Benjamin, and later Roland Barthes, among others, dealt with 

the question extensively—but the repeated motif of still images in mid-2000s South 

Korean film warrants closer examination. David Campany has reexamined the 

relationship between film and photography, speculating that “film might in fact be 

fascinated by, or need something from the photograph” (12). In Christmas in 

August, and in the mid-2000s Korean films discussed in this essay, photographs, 

films-within-films and stationary television sets serve to slow the forward march of 

time embodied by film as a medium. The photographs and photograph-like footage 

                                                 
1 This playing with time in melodrama was explored by Linda Williams, who conceptualized a 

“dialectic of passion and action” (Paquet 47). 
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signal “memory” to the film viewer, which Campany calls ironic because, in this 

era of home entertainment systems with searchable menus, film itself is also 

remembered by viewers as a series of still images. “For all Hollywood’s obsession 

with narrative and perfect endings, films are not remembered that way. They 

intersect with the complexities of our lived experience through unconscious 

processes governed by the psychical rather than the physical laws of time and 

space” (16). Films that take a small-scale, “ethnographic” approach attempt to get 

closer to our psyches and memory processes. Paquet continues, “Whereas film is 

capable of presenting an event in time, photography freezes and preserves a 

moment for posterity” (50). I suggest that mid-2000s South Korean films featuring 

North Korean places and people make heavy use of photographs and screens-

within-screens in order to memorialize the archetypical Korean “divided family” 

(isan kajok) trapped in various shapes and forms across the Korean peninsula, those 

victims of an anachronistic Cold War and a condition that persists even as South 

Korea has become fully integrated into the global economy. The films discussed in 

this essay all attempt to offer a window into North Korea for South Korean viewers 

and are marked by their production during the Sunshine Policy era with an impulse 

to humanize even as they romanticize. 

The purposes of this essay are twofold: first, I explore the changing 

relationship between South and North Korea as depicted in films of the mid-2000s; 

and second, I suggest ways in which attention to film can be useful for a visual 

anthropology of Korea. I begin with a discussion of genre-crossing and border-

crossing in South Korean films about the North, paying particular attention to the 

common genre of melodrama.2 I briefly discuss Shiri (1999) and JSA (2000) as 

some of the first examples of genre-benders about the North-South relationship, 

before proceeding to a reading of three mid-2000s South Korean films, conducting 

analyses of family stories A Bold Family (2005) and Over the Border (2006), as 

well as Welcome to Dongmakgol (2005), a surprising fantasy about the Korean War. 

I conclude with a brief examination of South Korean depictions of the North in film 

from the mid-2000s onward. Throughout my analysis I link filmic discourse back to 

historical and social realities in North and South Korea. I follow Kyung Moon 

Hwang’s lead in analyzing film as a non-cinema scholar; while Hwang provides “a 

historian’s perspective on how South Korean historical films have skillfully 

illuminated . . . major themes [of] . . . South Korea’s turbulent origins, life under the 

                                                 
2 The “melodrama” of modern Korean life as well as many Korean television programs and 

films is a central concept in Nancy Abelmann’s 2003 book The Melodrama of Mobility: Women, 
Talk and Class in Contemporary South Korea.  
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rule of Park Chung Hee, and the struggle to overcome the burdens of the past” 

(180), I aim as a cultural anthropologist to offer perspective on North-South Korean 

family division drama, reading these films as part of a visual anthropology of 

North-South relations.  

 

Genre and Borders in Korean Cinema 
 

In various film databases and online reviews, A Bold Family is classified as a 

comedy/drama, Over the Border as pure drama, and Welcome to Dongmakgol as 

comedy/drama/war. Earlier films about the North-South relationship, Shiri and JSA, 

are classified respectively as action/drama/mystery/thriller and drama/thriller/war. 

There is nothing terribly unusual in these classifications, as many films from other 

national cinemas are also mixed in genre. Yet there are two differences in the case 

of South Korean film: first, rampant genre-mixing is all the more noticeable 

considering that until the mid to late 1990s the majority of Korean films were 

classified as straight “melodrama” (with the remaining films usually falling into the 

category of slapstick comedy); and second, genre shifts tend to occur suddenly, 

without warning. The genre shifting lends an element of artistic surprise—though 

perhaps few are surprised anymore when a silly Korean comedy becomes a 

tearjerker—and also serves the practical role of satisfying a wider audience at the 

box office.  

Paquet argues that genre play does not only create hybrid products, but also 

affects the style and content of more “pure” generic forms, effectively stretching the 

genres themselves. Invoking Linda Williams’ five features of melodrama—one, 

begins in a state of innocence and wants to return to innocence; two, focuses on 

victim-heroes and their virtue; three, borrows from realism but serves passion and 

action; four, involves a dialectic of passion and action in time and space; and five, 

presents characters divided into categories of good and evil—he identifies a lack of 

the last two of these features in Korean melodrama since the late 1990s, particularly 

the divide between good and evil, “due perhaps in part to the collapse of South 

Korea’s authoritarian government, which had long advocated the use of simplistic 

moral frameworks in film through strict governmental censorship” (47). I will show 

in my analysis that the North-South relationship is always the tragic element in 

South Korean film dealing with the topic, even when the film is ostensibly a 

comedy. Genre-bending does not seem to be acceptable to the same extent in films 

dealing with the North as it is in films about other topics, but modifications in the 

style of melodramas about the North-South relationship have become the norm 
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since the days of Shiri and Spy Li Cheol Jin in 1999. If the border along the 38th 

parallel cannot be altered, at least generic conventions in imagining the border can 

be. 

Hyangjin Lee shows through her analysis of three North Korean and three 

South Korean films between the years 1966 and 1989 that both sides of the 

peninsula emphasized “political discontinuity and cultural continuity” with one 

another, a binary that only began to be questioned in films that recognized South 

Korea’s cultural heterogeneity in the mid-2000s. Even after hardline 

anticommunism as core political ideology gradually diluted during Roh Tae-woo’s 

presidency in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the policies during the first civilian 

president Kim Young Sam’s term (1993-98) were still oriented towards 

“containment,” only becoming more engaged with President Kim Dae-jung’s 

controversial “Sunshine Policy” (1998-2003, and later extended during President 

Roh Moo-hyun’s term of 2003-08). The 2000 summit talks between North and 

South led to a “Northern culture fever” in the South, and it was in this political 

climate that JSA was released (S. Kim 225). 

JSA quickly set Korean box office records, although it did not attain quite the 

popularity of its predecessor, Shiri. Both films have become some of the most 

widely-written about films in the Korean cinema studies field, so here they are only 

discussed insofar as they relate to the three mid-2000s films previously mentioned. 

JSA, a story about two South Korean military conscripts who transgress the 

boundary of the DMZ to befriend two North Korean soldiers, can be called the 

postmodern response to the thoroughly modernist Shiri (a relatively simplistic story 

of espionage and double-identity). Kyung Hyun Kim suggests that although 

thriller/melodrama hybrid Shiri bends genres, the generically more conventional 

JSA more daringly bends genders and borders: “If Shiri reclaims the masculine 

power through the destruction and erasure of the North Korean Other that is 

embodied in the female, JSA redeploys and even defuses it by creating a 

melodramatic longing for the other” (Remasculinization 266). Suk-Young Kim does 

not explicitly call JSA a “male melodrama” (with the homo-social and even homo-

erotic undertones this implies) as Kyung Hyun Kim does, but seems to 

fundamentally agree that the film meets the criteria for melodrama. Suk-Young 

Kim writes, “Unlike Spy Li Cheol-jin, the juxtaposition of the North and the South 

in Joint Security Area appears neither subversive nor dislocated, but merely natural 

and just” (225). The threatening, emotionally unstable female spy in Shiri nearly 

destroys the nation (until she herself is destroyed in the nick of time), but the 

brotherly love between the two opposing soldiers Lee and Oh in JSA should repair 
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the nation—and only does not because of the oppressive weight of ideology and 

overactive imaginations about the other. 

South Korean soldiers Lee and Nam not only transgress the physical North-

South border by crossing it literally, but also transgress the peninsula’s bitter history 

and the fear of the North they are supposed to have internalized as Southerners. 

Their very transgression marks them as members of a heterogeneous and 

postmodern society, “in which a single overriding ideology, principle or ritual is 

dismantled by competing interests” (S. Kim 233). Whereas a key principle of a 

postmodern worldview is a skepticism of ideology, the drawn-out Cold War and the 

consequent division system have left virulent nationalism intact at an institutional 

level—in the education system and in official discourse—even as South Korea has 

become increasingly global in outlook. As South Koreans completing military 

service, Lee and Nam are supposed to defend their nation against their enemies to 

the north, but as Koreans, they are supposed to think of the peninsula as one entity 

and desire unification. Their answer to this significant conflict of interest is to do 

both; defend their nation at their posts along the DMZ by day while taking small, 

personal steps to bridge the North/South division by night. The two North Koreans 

(Oh and Choe) seem to feel the same ambivalence over cultural and national 

identity as their South Korea counterparts (although it is telling that we are not 

privy to Oh and Choe’s private conversations or able to witness the way the North 

Korean military apparatus deals with their transgression). The one-way street of 

North Korean transgressors in Seoul (the split-personality Yi Pang-hui in Shiri and 

the lonely, desperate spy in Spy Li Cheol-jin) becomes a two-way street in JSA, 

with South Korean soldiers going north to meet North Koreans on their own 

territory. The “callisthenic camera” (Kyung Hyun Kim Remasculinization 267) in 

Shiri is content to annihilate, while the nearly static camera over the “bridge of no 

return” between South and North Korea in JSA quietly captures the pathos of a 

complicated, and at least temporarily doomed union. In Shiri, North Koreans are 

dehumanized, then humanized, then finally dehumanized once more, and the film 

ends with a formulaic scene in which a couple sits together on a bench as a love 

song swells. In JSA, North Koreans are so humanized that they sometimes seem 

more than human, like South Koreans but stronger and more “pure.” Their 

overwhelming humanity cannot be accommodated by dominant ideologies from 

either nation-state, and so the entire North-South balance collapses. The final shot 

in JSA is the rich cultural text of a black-and-white tourist photo taken at the DMZ, 

full of layers of meaning. JSA’s director Park Chan-wook introduces ambivalence 

into the North-South relationship—and therefore, into South Korean national 
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identity itself—in a way that many South Koreans would have been uncomfortable 

with expressing directly themselves, given the national security state-context. 

Filmmakers from the mid-2000s and onwards have continued to push the envelope 

in regards to national identity and ideology, and while unwaveringly depicting the 

division itself as tragic, their refusal to view the North-South relationship as static 

has also pushed the limits of genre. 

 

The Family Comedy/Melodrama:  

Staging the North in A Bold Family 
 

By 2005, a year when two more South Korean films dealing with North 

Korean subject matter were made, the tides had turned again and the craze over 

North Korean culture was receding. Kim Dae-jung’s presidency had ended amidst 

scandal: particularly upsetting was the disclosure that the Sunshine Policy—for 

which he had won a Nobel Peace Prize—included monetary bribes to North Korea 

prior to the historic summit meeting in 2000. President Roh Moo-hyun (2003-08) 

continued a policy of engagement with North Korea, but his plan for economic aid 

was controversial, and he was often criticized for his weak position vis-à-vis the 

United States. Culturally, there were more opportunities than ever to engage with 

North Korea: the Diamond Mountains (Kŭmgangsan) resort area in North Korea 

became an almost standard travel destination, and there was even the co-production 

of a joint (North) Korean Central Television/KBS historical drama, Sayuksin, which 

featured North Korean music, sets, and actors. But nuclear tensions ran high, and in 

the realm of cultural production generally little had changed since Shiri and JSA 

exploded on the scene years earlier. The “modern statement, postmodern comment” 

pattern in North-South representation established in 1999 and 2000 continued, with 

a small production called Double Agent (Ijung Kanch’ŏp) in 2003 and the record-

breaking Taekǔkgi: The Brotherhood of War in 2004. Simplistic and regressive 

portrayals of North Koreans also circulated in films such as North Korean Guys 

(Donghaemul kwa Paekdusan, 2003), Spy Girl (Kŭnyŏrŭl morŭmyǒn kanch’ŏp, 

2004), DMZ (DMZ pi mujang jidae, 2004), and Typhoon (T’aep’ung, 2005). A Bold 

Family, a low-budget family comedy/melodrama by the late director Myeong Nam-

Jo seems fairly simplistic at first glance, but has depth below the surface. Despite its 

low budget and relatively unknown director, it attracted a reasonable number of 

viewers (upwards of one million) in theatres at its release largely due to the star 

power of its cast. It has achieved a cult following in the years since its release, and 

has often been compared to the German film Good Bye Lenin! (dir. Wolfgang 
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Becker, 2003). The faked reunification in A Bold Family is the inverse situation of 

Good Bye Lenin, as in that film a son attempts to convince his mother that the 

Berlin Wall has not fallen and communism has not collapsed, in order not to shock 

her after a long coma. 

The film opens with a little girl’s narration over her drawings of her family, 

which fade into a formal family photo at the moment before the film footage starts. 

The audience learns through the narration that “we have a big family, three 

generations, so everyone envies us . . . but Grandpa has a disease due to missing his 

family in the north.” The family consists of the family patriarch, a man who fled to 

the south and left his northern family during or right after the Korean War; his long-

suffering wife; the oldest son Myung-suk, who has fallen deeply in debt; the 

youngest son, Myung-kyu, a goofy amateur film director; Myung-suk’s wife; and 

their six-year old daughter, the narrator of the film. The events of the film are set 

into motion when Grandpa goes to submit his paperwork for a scheduled 

government-sponsored North-South family reunion meeting at Kŭmgangsan3, but 

becomes disoriented by the sound of an air raid drill siren and falls down the 

concrete steps as he leaves the government building, hitting his head. The 

grandfather’s doctor is called to the home, and he reveals to the family that their 

patriarch has cancer, and has only about three months left to live. As the distraught 

Myung-suk makes preparations he learns from his father’s lawyer that his father 

owns some property, valued at five million USD. The catch is that in his will their 

father specified that the property would only go to his southern family if Korea was 

reunified; if Korea was not reunified at the time of his death, the money was to go 

to the Ministry of Unification. Myung-suk hatches a plan and enlists his film-maker 

brother’s help: they will create home videos to air as “news” in order to convince 

their father that Korea has already unified before he passes away. 

The grandfather’s cancer is not specified, and his physical illness seems to be 

equated to “the disease of missing his family in the north” mentioned by the child 

narrator at the film’s beginning. Grandfather on his death-bed does not look 

particularly sick, but he is a sad and disoriented version of his former self. When 

Myung-suk gently attempts to talk to him about the will, he cries for his daughter 

                                                 
3 Kŭmgangsan (Diamond Mountains) is about 31km north of the South Korean city of Seokcho, 

on the east coast. It was developed as a tourist resort by Hyundai Asan, and began accepting 
South Korean tourists in 1998. It was also used as a staging site for reunions of divided families. 
Following a tragic incident in which a South Korean tourist was shot and killed after wandering 
into a military zone of the resort area in 2008, tours were halted. Although it is still possible to 
access the resort on the North Korean side, tours for South Koreans have not resumed. 
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Jungshim in the north, his eyes focused on a far-away place; when his wife tries to 

comfort him he calls out for Jungshim and his northern wife Soonja, unable or 

unwilling to engage with his present life. As the grandfather approaches his death 

and his life-long wish to see his northern family is still unfulfilled, his heart is torn 

in two. (In the scenes in which he suffers a series of shocks—particularly when 

various family members cautiously try to end the charade and break the news that 

Korea has not been unified after all—the grandfather staggers about clutching his 

chest, seeming to suffer heart pangs rather than pain from the unspecified cancer). 

The obvious difference between this film and Good Bye Lenin is that the Koreas are 

still divided while Germany is now unified, meaning that the nostalgia of the 

German film is substituted for pure melodrama in A Bold Family (Seo 64). Yi 

connects this melodramatic impulse with a “pleasure of mourning” in blockbuster 

films referencing the Korean War in the 2000s, detailing “the pleasure of vicarious 

mourning in these works of transmemory, which function to unite their audiences 

by keeping them suspended between the nation’s division and unification” (120-21). 

A Bold Family is a quiet family comedy-drama rather than blockbuster, and thus 

memorializes the division of family and nation in a more private, affecting way, 

without the spectacle of a big-budget blockbuster.  

The tragic melodrama side of A Bold Family comes from the grandfather’s 

emotion over the forged news about reunification, and the comedy slapstick side 

manifests in the relationships between the brothers and their friends, who are 

helping with the elaborate scheme. Their plot becomes increasingly elaborate as the 

family tries to prevent the neighborhood from giving away the reality that 

reunification has not occurred, faking a National Information Service neighborhood 

competition to “prepare” for reunification. (The prize for acting most convincingly 

as if the country is unified is ten million won). Everything falls apart at a 

“Pyongyang Art Circus,” and the neighborhood people realize that the project is all 

part of a scam. Here the comedy ends and all that is left is melodrama: the 

grandfather is finally able to go to Kŭmgangsan for a family reunion, but he 

collapses while getting off the bus and has to wait in a medical facility while his 

sons go to the banquet hall to meet their northern half-sister. The final encounter is 

yet another melodramatic twist, as the woman Myung-suk and Myung-gyu meet is 

not their half-sister, but her cousin Soonim. (Their half-sister Jungshim, a 

schoolteacher, has died in an explosion the year before, a direct reference to the real 

North Korean train explosion at Ryongchon, which destroyed a primary school.) 

The brothers, along with Soonim, go to their father, who is really on his death-bed 

this time, and Soonim breaks down, taking the old man’s hand and saying, “It’s me, 
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Jungshim.” Grandpa’s dream is realized, and he dies in peace. The problem of his 

conditional will is cleared up, and his wife, children, and grandchildren are able to 

live in financial security. 

Roy Grinker, in his analysis of everyday “representational forms” such as art, 

poetry, songs, and schoolbooks in South Korea has found that North Korean 

defectors are seen as “betwixt and between,” causing feelings of ambivalence, as 

highlighted in JSA in the early 2000s. North Korean defectors simultaneously 

embody the hope for future national unity and the resentment over continued 

estrangement in the present. Grinker writes, “Alone in the south, the defectors 

become concrete examples of the much-feared dissolution of the Korean family, 

and reveal a central paradox whereby unification becomes represented as the 

reunion of families, and yet North Korea becomes represented as a place without 

families” (101). In A Bold Family, the problem of the lonely defector is dealt with 

by the aging northerner having set up a new family in the south. The dissolved 

family in the north has been only partially replaced by the one in the south, 

introducing heterogeneity in the family. Family ambivalence due to heterogeneity is 

not just a film convention, but a feature of life in contemporary Korea: Nancy 

Abelmann tells the story of a Seoul interviewee whose father had gone north in the 

late 1940s or early 1950s—a so-called wǒlbukja, the opposite of the north-to-south 

traveling grandfather in A Bold Family, a t’albukja—causing her family ideological 

problems for decades (109).  

For a film filled with southern representations of North Koreans, depictions of 

real North Koreans are nearly absent in A Bold Family. An essentialized North 

Korea is contained within the family TV set until the final part of the film, when 

footage of tour buses traveling on snowy, empty North Korean roads, scenic 

Kŭmgangsan, and a banquet hall filled with flesh-and-blood North Koreans triggers 

a shift to melodrama. The scene in the banquet hall could almost be footage from 

real family reunions in the 2000s: men and women in a hodgepodge of Western 

clothing and hanbok embrace, the sound of weeping and wailing fills the air, and 

close-up shots detail faces contorted in dueling suffering and relief. Myung-suk and 

Myung-kyu rise as a woman wearing a tag matching their table number enters the 

room: she is the film’s only “real North Korean,” and the brothers are deeply 

affected emotionally. In tending to the welfare of their dying father the two brothers 

are also tending to the divided nation; the woman who stands in for their dead step-

sister represents the troubles of the nation. A Bold Family ends with another family 

portrait (this time with Soonin, standing in as Jungshim, included), which fades out 

to the empty living room and the sounds of the happy family eating dinner in the 
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next room. The granddaughter then delivers a hopeful final message in a voice-

over: “The day will come when we won’t hear of such sad stories.” 

While A Bold Family was not a complete failure at the box office, it 

nonetheless did not perform according to expectations generated by media hype of 

the film prior to its release and its star-studded cast. According to Su Hyun Lee, 

who does a comparative analysis of the storytelling in Goodbye Lenin and A Bold 

Family, the storytelling in A Bold Family was lacking. Lee quotes online viewer 

reviews that criticize the film for “pushing emotions too suddenly” (178) and 

concludes that the slapstick comedic tone could not successfully “realize a family’s 

longing for unification” by shifting genre in the final part of the film (185). Lee 

does, however, note the visual anthropological potential of the otherwise flawed 

film, noting that it was the first South Korean film to receive permission and then 

successfully film in North Korea (the reunion scenes at Kŭmgangsan) (177). 

 

The Drama of Defection:  

Including Northerners in Over the Border 
 

As of 2019, tens of thousands of North Korean defectors live in South Korea, 

meaning that plenty of first-hand accounts of North Korean life exist. However, due 

to North Korea’s secrecy and South Korea’s fixation on certain kinds of defector 

narratives that booster policy goals, defector narratives are often judged as 

unreliable and incomplete, leading to representations of North Korea as mysterious 

and exotic. Defector narratives offer a partial picture, but have tended to be written 

by elites, revealing only a sliver of North Korean society. Certain defector 

narratives have also been found to contain multiple factual errors and problematic 

timelines, as those who become “celebrity defectors” learn quickly what South 

Korean and international media expect of North Korea defection stories. Former 

CIA agent Helen-Louise Hunter’s Kim Il-song’s North Korea is full of anecdotes on 

North Korean life and society gathered from her own experiences in-country and 

interviews with defectors, but the material is presented as static; although most of 

her material is from the 1980s there are few references to historical events or social 

processes, and not even many dates listed to mark the passage of time. Andrei 

Lankov provides a much-needed update on contemporary North Korean life in his 

collection of essays, North of the DMZ, but here, too, much of the information is 

anecdotal and the work lacks a cohesive narrative. Journalist Barbara Demick also 

relied on interviews with defectors from the Chongjin region in her book Nothing to 

Envy, and fiction writers who have wanted to do the research and get the details 
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about North Korea right have also by necessity relied on defector testimony. 4 

Anthropologists have similarly privileged defector interviews (Fahy). 

Documentaries made by Western filmmakers—with access to North Korea that is 

denied to South Koreans—are valuable sources of images (even if some of these are 

heavily politically biased). Another treasure trove of South Korean visual 

representation of the north and northerner lives is displayed in the 2006 melodrama 

Over the Border, by first-time director but experienced TV producer Pan-seok Ahn. 

The film did not have much impact at the time of its release, selling only some two-

hundred thousand tickets at the box office, but like A Bold Family has continued to 

be enjoyed by those interested in representations of a North Korean “slice of life.” 

The story told in Over the Border now has a second life as a stage production of the 

same name. 

In her observations from the 1980s, Hunter puts the privileged elite of North 

Korea at 10 percent of the population, and writes, “It is difficult to estimate the size 

of the North Korean elite, but its numbers probably do not go down very far past the 

level of cabinet minister, vice minister, part central committee member, brigadier 

general, senior economic manager, top scientist, artist, musician, actor, sports 

entertainer, or scholar” (140-41). Lankov concurs that there is a great separation 

between the elite class and everyone else in North Korea, to the extent that “North 

Korea has much in common with the aristocratic feudal state, where the 

descendants of the ruling dynasty and those who once rode with the founding 

warlord enjoy privileges as their birthright” (71). It is clear that the middle-class 

family depicted in Over the Border is part of this elite group, as the lead character’s 

father is described at one point as “a vice chancellor,” and the lead character (Sun-

ho) is a French horn player for the revolutionary opera orchestra. In the beginning 

of the film, set in a very realistic-looking Pyongyang, Sun-ho is shown enjoying the 

benefits of his social position: watching TV at home, walking along riverbanks and 

visiting an amusement park with his fiancée Young-hwa (a museum tour guide), 

and eating at a naengmyŏn (cold noodle) restaurant. Through Sun-ho’s narration we 

learn that he was born in 1975 to a war hero’s family, and it is now 2001. One of 

the first scenes setting up the context before the narrative starts is a naturalistic few 

moments depicting Sun-ho and his family huddled around their TV screen, sobbing 

over the death of Kim Il-song (in 1994). Sun-ho is portrayed as a normal, well-

adjusted, elite North Korean, who envisions a quiet, peaceful future with Young-

hwa. 

                                                 
4 See fiction by Krys Lee and Adam Johnson. 
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The peace is broken when Sun-ho’s father breaks the news that his war-hero 

father was not killed in the Korean War as they had long thought; in fact, Sun-ho’s 

grandfather has been living in South Korea and has begun a written correspondence 

with their family. Half terrified of the repercussions for communicating with 

someone in the south, and half just desperately wanting to reunite with his father, 

Sun-ho’s father makes the decision to move his family to South Korea. The family 

hurriedly prepares to leave, and Sun-ho tearfully tells his fiancée of his plan. She 

promises that she will work on convincing her mother to come with her to the south, 

and Sun-ho promises to arrange for her safe passage soon. The family leaves 

Pyongyang in a jeep at night—as elites, they have no trouble getting a travel permit 

or getting through security checkpoints—and they swim across a shallow and 

narrow part of the Yalu River into China. Once in China they force their way into 

the German embassy, finally gaining access to South Korea this way.  

From this point on, Over the Border is set in South Korea, where life is more 

exciting but the family is no longer elite: they are just another refugee family in 

Seoul collecting government checks, looking for jobs, and getting scammed by 

those who would take advantage of their northern brethren. The family arrives in 

South Korea without a support system, as Sun-ho’s grandfather has unexpectedly 

passed away in the time since his last letter. Sun-ho’s father starts up a sundaeguk 

(blood sausage soup) restaurant and Sun-ho works multiple jobs to save the money 

needed to re-unite with Young-hwa. A few years pass, and one day Sun-ho’s sister 

reluctantly tells him the news she has heard from correspondence with a missionary 

they met in China during their border crossing: Young-hwa has gotten married to 

someone else. Heartbroken, Sun-ho settles for a kind-hearted South Korean woman 

who owns a fried chicken restaurant, and eventually marries her. Together they 

establish a popular North Korean restaurant complete with nightly North Korean 

cultural performances. Sun-ho finally seems happy—until the rules of melodrama 

play out and Young-hwa arrives in the south, and she is not married after all. The 

two very briefly try to renew their romance, but they have both changed too much 

in the transition from north to south. During a trip to the sea at Sokcho, Young-hwa 

tells Sun-ho she loves him and will follow him anywhere (“China, the US, wherever 

they’ll take us”), but the next morning she has left town, and Sun-ho does not see 

her again. 

In his review of the film, Kyu Hyun Kim mentions that Over the Border is a 

timely film for an increasingly cosmopolitan South Korea of the mid-2000s (even if 

it lacks momentum and is dull in places), and continues, “This openly clichéd tragic 

romance, completely bereft of clever plot twists and agonizing reflections by the 
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characters on their national identities, frees itself from the ideological baggage that 

has burdened other Korean films dealing with the division, by doing the right 

thing—rendering its ears to the stories of the thousand-plus Northerners already 

living in South Korea.”5 The beginning of the film is novel and refreshing in its 

careful depiction of life in Pyongyang, and the rest of the story in Seoul showcases 

the everyday trials and successes of immigrants in a global city. Sun-ho’s slightly 

confused and lonely expression as he makes his way around Seoul triggers a 

memory of “spy Li Cheol-Jin” set loose in Seoul in 1999 and his dream sequence of 

North Korean civilians on South Korean soil, images that “ma[de] the audience 

realize that North Koreans could coexist with South Koreans in a nonconflict 

situation” (S. Kim 229). By 2006 this situation had become common, with North 

Koreans constituting just another kind of immigrant. As Sun-ho is first getting to 

know the South Korean woman who will become his wife, she notes his accent and 

asks, “Where are you from, anyway?” He replies casually, “Gangwondo” [meaning 

a northern province of South Korea, although there is a mirroring Gangwondo in 

the north]. Eventually she learns the truth—viewers would assume that the situation 

becomes clear to her the third or fourth time she has to go to the police station to 

pick Sun-ho up after he has done something culturally inappropriate—but the 

audience never sees the scene in which she learns that he is a North Korean defector. 

In earlier films such as the previously mentioned Shiri or Spy Li Cheol-Jin, the 

moment when the North Korea’s identity is revealed (or in tense scenes leading up 

to this moment when the secret nearly comes out) is highly dramatic. The fact that 

this scene is entirely left out of Over the Border can be read as a sign of how natural 

North Korean-ness in South Korea has become, as well as an indication of how 

quickly anticommunism as an ideology released its grip on people’s consciousness 

once the authoritarian era ended. The film also presents North Korean communism 

as a rather weak ideology, as it depicts Sun-ho working towards becoming a good 

capitalist almost immediately and quickly adapting to a consumer lifestyle. This is 

in marked contrast to the noble Comrade Oh of JSA, who admires South Korean 

consumer products but reverts to political slogans to reject capitalism as an 

ideology, behavior which “serves as a powerful and painful reminder of how deeply 

such propaganda lexicons creep into the subconscious” (S. Kim 235). In Over the 

Border, ideology is presented as unthreatening, and as something that can be 

unlearned. 

                                                 
5 <www.koreanfilm.org/kfilm06.html#overtheborder>. 
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In the final scene of the film, Sun-ho waits in a Seoul film studio with his wife, 

trying to calm his restless baby daughter, Jung-ah. As he paces with the hanbok-

clad little girl he notices a framed wedding portrait on the wall and stares at it 

intently for a moment. The photo studio owner tells him that she is a North Korean 

refugee (“one of your people”) who fell in love with the civil servant who resettled 

her in Seoul after her defection. Young-hwa’s eyes in the photo seem to meet Sun-

ho’s eyes, and then he breaks the gaze and goes on to take a happy family photo 

with his wife and daughter. Unlike the protagonists of Shiri, Spy Li Cheol-Jin, or 

JSA, Sun-ho is not broken by his border transgression, and commits no desperate 

violence against himself or others; he simply adapts.  

Like A Bold Family from the year before, but even more so, viewer response 

to Over the Border was much more lukewarm than expected given its popular lead 

actor, Cha Seung-won. Critic Seonggon Lee wrote a review of the stage production 

of Over the Border in 2018, referencing the source material and describing it as a 

film that “attracted very little attention at the time and that seems to have faded 

from our collective memory. When the film opened in June 2006, it was at a time of 

relatively productive North-South relations . . . . Ironically, it seems that the smooth 

atmosphere between the north and the south was to blame for this film with love as 

a focal point (rather than politics or ideology) not attracting attention. The musical 

‘Yodok’s Story’ which dealt with North Korean human rights abuses, attracted 

more interest” (121-22). Lee laments in the review of the theatre production that 

North-South relations had not advanced much since 2006, writing that “the Over the 

Border of isolationist 2016 [when the stage production opened] is completely 

different to that of 2006. North Korea in the South Korean consciousness has again 

regressed to the ‘frozen kingdom’ of the 1970s” (122). The critic’s placing of the 

blame for the current state of North-South relations on the previous two 

conservative administrations is clear in the review. 

Another reviewer, Yoo Seok Seo, notes that director Ahn attempted to follow 

the lead of A Bold Family’s director Cho the year before, and had secured 

permission to shoot part of Over the Border in North Korea. However, even amidst 

the relative political thaw on the peninsula, the topic of defectors in the South was 

eventually deemed too sensitive and permissions were rescinded. Seo nonetheless 

praises the ethnographic potential of the film due to its realistic set of Pyongyang, 

which he reports used up the majority of the film’s budget and which was overseen 

by North Korean defectors for greater authenticity. It is implied that the realistic 

aura of the set and the naturalistic performances of the actors give it more truth 

value than other division films, as “even though it is a ‘division film,’ it doesn’t 
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smell strongly like one” (56). Viewers in the mid-2000s were tired of heavy and 

didactic “division” (bundan) literature and film, but neither Over the Border nor A 

Bold Family could quite capture the right tone to hook audiences, despite their 

novel visual elements. 

 

Welcome to Dongmakgol! Undoing the Violence of Piagol 

through Feel-Good War Fantasy 
 

The final film to be discussed in this essay, Welcome to Dongmakgol (2005) 

was the most popular of the three at the box office: as with A Bold Family and Over 

the Border, Welcome to Dongmakgol was a debut film (for director Kwang-Hyun 

Park), but it opened on one hundred and fourteen screens in South Korea and sold 

an astonishing eight million plus tickets. The film’s visuals are complex and I will 

only partially address them here; the film’s plot, on the other hand, can be 

summarized more succinctly than the two family melodramas. The film has been 

extensively analyzed, most recently by Hwang (2016) for its perspective on 

historical events and Yi (2018) for its manipulation of memories of the Korean War.  

In September 1950, just after the Incheon landing, two small groups of 

soldiers are lost deep in the mountains of Gangwon province: three North Korean 

soldiers, the only ones left in their platoon, and two South Korean soldiers find each 

other by chance (the latter consisting of a young medic who has been separated 

from his group, and a suicidal AWOL soldier he encounters in the woods). Each 

group finds its way separately to an idyllic village, Dongmakgol, which is so remote 

that the villagers do not even know that war has begun on the peninsula. The 

enemies are shocked to discover each other and have an armed stand-off in the 

village. The situation is made even more complicated by the discovery that the 

village has been taking care of an injured young US Army pilot, whose plane 

crashed outside the village. During the stand-off a grenade is carelessly thrown into 

a storage shed, destroying the village food supply for the year. The northern and 

southern soldiers put the war on hold to help replenish the grain stores, and become 

closer to each other in the process. By the time their task is done US forces 

(together with South Korean forces) are approaching the village, looking for the 

fallen American soldier, who they believe has been kidnapped by communists 

hiding out in the mountains. The five soldiers, who joke that they have become their 

own “Allied Army,” set up a decoy outside the village for the approaching troops, 

sacrificing their lives for the village that took them in. 
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One thing immediately striking about Dongmakgol is the early visual 

reference to the 1955 film Piagol (dir. Kang-cheon Lee). The first gritty scene of 

Piagol is of a lost group of communist soldiers on Jiri mountain, who are making 

their way through the mountains by systematically executing their injured comrades. 

(The rest of the film shows the soldiers getting increasingly desperate in their 

isolation, fighting amongst themselves and eventually killing one another, leaving 

only one female soldier to surrender to the south). Dongmakgol begins with the 

American pilot’s plane going down near the village—which serves to establish the 

remoteness and magic of the place, as butterflies surround the plane and the village 

“crazy girl” looks on, a flower in her hair—and then the second scene is strongly 

reminiscent of the opening scene of Piagol. The communist soldiers struggle over 

rough terrain with several gravely-wounded comrades following on their own or 

being carried by others. A shifty-looking soldier towards the front of the formation 

reminds our North Korean hero, Commander Lee, that they have orders to kill all 

wounded. Commander Lee refuses to carry out this brutal act and mutiny almost 

ensues, but the group is suddenly attacked by South Korean troops. The taken-for-

granted brutality of the North Koreans during the war, so obvious in Piagol, is 

negated first by the commander’s refusal to kill his own troops, and then further 

negated by the violence committed by South Korean troops. 

Dongmakgol’s director Park manages to create a world in which the villagers 

are kind and hearty but not unbelievably innocent, where the Korean War is tragic 

but not without its humane acts, and where neither South Korean anticommunists, 

North Korean communists, nor American imperialists can be dismissed as one-

dimensional. The horrors of war are temporarily suspended in the village, giving the 

soldiers from both camps time and psychological space to get to know one another 

and begin to question the war itself. In an early scene, even before the North Korean 

soldiers arrive in the village, the young Southern medic Moon tries to explain the 

war to the villagers, who are hearing about it for the first time. One villager asks, 

“Who started the war? Is it the Chinese or the Japanese this time?” Moon answers, 

“No, it’s not another country . . . wait, is it another country?” He pauses, thinking 

this through, and finally just shouts mysteriously, “It’s the puppet army of the 

north!” (When the communist soldiers arrive the villagers are no doubt confused 

that the new arrivals also call the southerners “the puppet army”). In a later scene 

both groups are out in the fields digging potatoes, and the young northern soldier 

(Taeg-ki) and young southern soldier (Moon) start bickering about which side 

started the war. Taeg-ki asks Commander Lee belligerently, “Did we start the war?” 

and gets an answer he does not expect: “Yes, we started the war.” This moment of 
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the film has the potential to turn into a typical anticommunist maneuver, but instead 

of dwelling on Commander Lee’s simple answer, the camera hesitates on Taeg-ki’s 

surprised face for a moment, until his expression turns into a pout. He grumbles, “I 

just went south when they told me to,” and the groups continue picking potatoes. 

Film critic Yoo Seok Seo reminds us in 2018 that despite its runaway popularity, 

the film did face strong criticism that it was “pro-North” (ch’inbuk) due to scenes 

such as this one (67). 

For much of Dongmakgol there is a fantasy atmosphere, something new in a 

film about the Korean War (and reportedly jarring for some viewers). Colors are 

bright and vivid, taking cues from Japanese animation, and the effect is heightened 

by the musical score by the composer who scores all of Miyazaki Hayao’s animated 

films, Joe Hisaishi. A magical realist feel is also present in the scene right before 

the American/South Korean joint forces attack, when the northern and southern 

soldiers are dancing and singing a boogie with the villagers (as the American 

soldier captures the festivities on video camera). The magic of this scene even 

carries over into the scene in which the now-allied northern and southern groups 

build a decoy to look like an anti-aircraft base and sacrifice themselves for 

Dongmakgol. The bombs are beautiful as they fall, and the villagers on the other 

side of the ridge cheer as if they are watching fireworks. As the credits roll, the 

captured images of happy villagers and soldiers enjoying the calm before the storm 

flash across the screen in rich sepia tones. Unlike the static portraits at the end of A 

Bold Family and Over the Border, the images at the end of Welcome to 

Dongmakgol are moving images contained in a frame: they simultaneously 

commemorate a moment and flow forward into the future. Though the film’s ending 

is the only truly tragic—as opposed to bittersweet—ending of the three mid-2000s 

South Korean films analyzed here, it is a fundamentally upbeat tragic ending. Yi 

associates this with a lack of narrative closure, which provides a “stopgap measure 

by deferring any resolution [italics in the original], just as the war remained 

suspended in the era of reconciliation” (120). Hwang concurs, writing that 

Dongmakgol “presents an idealized—and highly sterilized—Korean landscape of 

internal political boundaries but fiercely separated from the evils of the larger world, 

the force that imposes artificial divisions and rains devastation in the form of 

indiscriminate America bombing” (183). In Welcome to Dongmakgol both the 

northern and southern soldiers sacrifice themselves, and the idyllic mountain village 

that time forgot continues to be a place where the war never began—there was 

never any national division, and thus can never be any national unification.  
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In her analysis of Sunshine Policy era Korean War blockbuster films JSA, 

Taegŭkki, and Welcome to Dongmakgol Yi notes the lack of depth toward noble and 

pure North Korean characters, with JSA a frequently analyzed example of this. “In 

contrast to their partners from the other side, the North Korean soldiers do not have 

traumatic flashbacks or secular desires; they are depicted as being so naïve that they 

just follow the orders of the state and as being simply lucky that they have survived 

thus far. Lacking interiority and historicity, North Korean characters in South 

Korean films often remain stuck in the past. Or they are merely imagined as 

belonging to the past precisely because their present is not accessible” (136). It is 

true that in Dongmakgol the northern characters lack interiority, and in A Bold 

Family there is only one “real North Korean” character, who we do not see enough 

of to learn of her desires or personality. (The ailing family patriarch, originally a 

northerner, is now a hybrid Korean due to living the majority of his life in South 

Korea). However, in Over the Border the lead character, a North Korean, has 

flashbacks, desires, and human flaws. Thus while Sunshine Policy era films 

focusing on the unfinished Korean War itself seem unable to imagine North 

Koreans as complex, some Sunshine Policy era films could imagine North Koreans 

as complex in the context of defectors in South Korea. We see in Over the Border 

the seeds of the more nuanced approach to North-South relations in film that have 

been gaining traction in the late 2010s, even as didactic films on the topic persist as 

well. Over the Border was certainly the least popular of the three mid-2000s films I 

have analyzed in this essay, and this may well have been because of its refusal to 

paint North Korean defectors in black-and-white, rejecting carrying the “pleasure of 

mourning” the Korean War—that is, taking vicarious pleasure in watching Korean 

War re-enactments on screen as melodramatic entertainment (Yi 118)—into the 

intertwined lives of North Korean defectors and South Koreans in the here and now. 

This brings this essay to a final reflection on evolving depictions of North Koreans 

in South Korean film and its implications for a visual anthropology of Korean 

society. 

 

Towards an Anthropology of Korean Visual Culture 
 

Even as the anthropology of media has rapidly expanded as a subfield, visual 

anthropology is still largely associated with ethnographic filmmaking and 

documentaries, and not fictional film. This is despite Rey Chow’s call more than 

two decades ago to study national films of various genres as “ethnography and 

autoethnography” as a way of destabilizing the privileging of Western knowledge 
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about the “Other” (181). While she has been taken to task by anthropologists for her 

limited definition of “ethnography,” Chow has articulated the work she believes the 

ethnographic enterprise should undertake: namely, translate across cultures so that 

the intention of the original (and not simply the surface meaning) is conveyed in the 

translation. The “one-way street” of anthropology discussed by James Clifford in 

Writing Culture (1986) becomes a two-way street in translation, “a movement out 

towards the other.” “In its naïve, crude, and literal modes, popular and mass culture 

is a supplement to truth, a tactic of passing something on” (Chow 185-200). For 

Chow, film is not ethnography, but is an indispensable supplement to it, one that is 

even capable of undoing the colonialist impulses of ethnography in its translation of 

culture to film. Chow’s discussion of the translation of culture in the context of 

Chinese film finds resonance in Hyangjin Lee’s discussion of Korean national 

cinema, which Lee believes is a medium possessing Geertzian “thick description,” 

writing that “[the] potential [for film] as a subject for sociological research is indeed 

rich precisely because of its complexity as a cultural text” (188). Film is a highly 

tangible way to grapple with nation/culture and history/present, both on the 

production and reception ends.  

David MacDougall, in a discussion of “the visual in anthropology” and 

“visual anthropology,” believes that “the visual media allow us to construct 

knowledge not by ‘description’ (to borrow Bertrand Russell’s term) but by a form 

of ‘acquaintance’” (286). After mistrustful images of psychologically-divided spies 

and fatalistic images of North-South friendship in films from the late 1990s and 

early 2000s, South Korean film audiences in the mid-2000s became acquainted with 

more complex, sympathetic portrayals of North Koreans at home and in the 

diaspora. Each one of the three films discussed in this essay, through playing with 

genre and recognizing social heterogeneity in various ways, have contributed to 

shifting South Korean feelings and perceptions about the North-South Korea 

relationship. Engagement with film from outside cinema studies may encourage a 

“new articulatory practice” (Anagnost 160) for both sides of the North-South divide, 

and attention to film discourse and visual images present new possibilities for both 

anthropology and Korean Studies. The case of North Korea—which in its unique 

geopolitical predicament becomes a site of projected fantasy for South Korea, as 

well as other East Asian neighbors and the US—lends itself particularly well to a 

hodgepodge visual anthropology utilizing all the tools at our disposal. Even as we 

give defector narratives the most weight in understanding North Korea, diverse 

images of North Korea on screen can serve as supplements to truth and sparks for 

discussion. 
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Since the mid-2000s, several other South Korean films featuring North 

Korean characters and subject matter have been released. 2008’s Crossing (dir. Kim 

Tae-kyun) is a small-scale humanistic story of an ordinary North Korean man 

defecting to South Korea via China in order to get medicine for his sick wife. Secret 

Reunion (dir. Jang Hoon, 2010) features an unlikely friendship between a South 

Korean national security agent and a North Korean spy, and unlike the earlier JSA, 

does not end in unambiguous tragedy, but rather with both men leaving South 

Korea to escape the complications of their North/South identities. In 2011, veteran 

auteur filmmaker Kim Ki-duk produced first-time director Juhn Jai-hong’s film 

Poongsan (Poongsangae in the Korean title), about a man of indeterminate Korean 

identity who smuggles goods and people across the DMZ; the film ends with he and 

a beautiful North Korean woman he is smuggling to South Korea being captured by 

North Korean agents. Three South Korean films in 2013 featured North Korean plot 

lines: The Berlin File (dir. Ryoo Seung-wan) ends somewhat similarly to Secret 

Reunion, with the North Korean agent advised by the South Korean intelligence 

agent to go into hiding abroad; the final scene shows the North Korean agent 

headed to Vladivostock to get involved in work on a new gas line deal between 

North and South Korea. Kim Ki-duk again produced a first-time director’s work, 

Lee Ju-hyoung’s Red Family (also from 2013), which features four undercover 

North Korean agents sent to South Korea to assassinate North Korean defectors, 

and attempting to escape notice by posing as a typical middle-class South Korean 

family. The popular Secretly, Greatly (dir. Jang Cheol-soo, 2013) features three 

young spies who assimilate into South Korean society while awaiting orders, only 

to be ordered to commit suicide in the end. It is telling that the films of the early-to-

mid-2010s were all released during conservative administrations in South Korea—

during the Lee Myung-bak era (2008-13) and Park Geun-hye era (2013-17)—and 

all have plots that revolve around North Korean spies. (Crossing is an exception, 

but its 2008 release date means that it was planned and produced prior to the turn to 

conservative politics in 2008). To be sure, the directors and writers imbue the North 

Korean spies, agents, and smugglers with complex humanity, refusing to equate 

individual North Koreans with an oppressive North Korean state. However, despite 

the rich variety of personalities of North Korean spies in South Korean films of the 

2010s, the films overall lack the variety of North Korean characters of the films of 

mid-2000s, a period of significant thaw in North-South Korean relations.  

After the shift to a more conservative political climate in 2008, North Koreans 

on South Korean screens became increasingly relatable even as they were trapped 

in roles of unreliable spies. They perform heroic and human acts while being 
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ultimately unable to transcend their identities as threats to the South Korean state. 

In contrast, South Korean films with North Korean themes of the mid-2000s 

presented more hopeful images of North Korean defectors as full members of South 

Korean society (in Over the Border), of North-South unification as imaginable (in A 

Bold Family), and of the cold-war ideological legacy as something that could be 

transgressed, at least through the lens of the fantastic (in Welcome to Dongmakgol). 

But nearly a decade of conservative leadership in South Korea led to a tone shift in 

representations of North Koreans and North Korea in popular culture. Film scholar 

Jinhee Choi wrote in 2010 that, “During the cold-war era, South Koreans were led 

to believe that North Koreans were untrustworthy enemies. But if anything, during 

the post-cold war era the popular conception of North Korea has become that of an 

invisible counterpart rather than a threat. Although North-South issues resurface 

from time to time, these usually occur only before or after a presidential election” 

(37). Looking back and evaluating the past decade of South Korean films with 

North Korea-related themes, Choi’s evaluation may have been overly optimistic. In 

the same section Choi writes, “The border between North and South is 

cinematically crossed to render North Koreans as victims of the same cold-war 

politics as South Koreans. North Koreans become people with whom South 

Koreans can possibly fall in love or build friendships . . . .The political atmosphere, 

together with more permissive attitudes and less censorship, are conditions that 

make the existence of these films possible” (38).6 In South Korean films with North 

Korea-related content in the 2010s, North Koreans can certainly become lovers or 

friends, but are nevertheless inherently unreliable. Ironically, while the border 

between North and South seems to have become less malleable in the cinematic 

imagination since the mid-2000s, pushing the division out to the global sphere is 

posed as a solution in some of the most popular North Korea-related films of the 

early 2010s, including The Berlin File and Secret Reunion. In these films North 

Korean characters end up seeking livelihoods outside of the restrictive Korean 

peninsula. A review of South Korean films from 2014 to 2016 reveals very little in 

the way of North Korea content—other than the bald anti-North propaganda film 

Operation Chromite (dir. John H. Lee, 2016)—which may be related to the artist 

blacklist kept by the Park administration and its corresponding influence on media 

                                                 
6 The effects of both the Lee and Park administrations on the film and music industries is still 

under investigation. Though neither Lee nor Park implemented obvious censorship as in the pre-
democratic era, the Park administration operated a blacklist of artists who offended the president, 
uncovered in full after her impeachment in 2016. An investigation into a similar list kept by the 
Lee administration is under investigation. 
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content. Since a return to liberal politics with President Moon Jae-In’s inauguration 

in 2017—following former president Park Geun-hye’s impeachment—a few 

noteworthy films featuring North Koreans have been released. Steel Rain (dir. Yang 

Woo-suk) was released in 2017 at a time of alarmingly high tensions between the 

US and North Korea, and featured a North Korean and South Korean working 

together to avert nuclear disaster. 2018 brought the nuanced The Spy Gone North, 

which was set in 1993 and exposed the stakes of the North-South relationship 

without a hint of ethnic nationalism, focusing instead on black markets and shadow 

capitalism in the North (dir. Yoon Jong-bin); and Swing Kids (dir. Kang Hyun-chul) 

a dance movie set in a 1950s POW camp. Perhaps reflecting the flurry of summits 

between Moon Jae In, Kim Jong Eun and Donald Trump in 2018 and 2019, late 

2010s films with North Korea content have reflected on shared fates between North 

and South in spite of continuing complexities to the relationship. 

Kyung Hyun Kim evaluates South Korean films of the 2000s as “othering” 

North Koreans in a very different way to pre-2000s films, arguing that the body of 

films constitute a “cultural mission . . . that departs from the Cold War precepts that 

simplistically sought to vilify and annihilate the North, and instead tries to inculcate 

the beauty of market reform and globalization in the North. This process of liberal 

otherizing aims to transform North Korea (in due time, and at least in the popular 

imagination) into a subject willing to embrace reforms that remain in the best 

interest of a South Korea hoping to provide peace and stability in the region, rather 

than having to engage the real North Korea in another nightmarish war” (Kim, 

Virtual Hallyu 108). Now in 2020, even the taken-for-granted moral good of market 

reforms and globalization are being questioned in films like A Spy Gone North. We 

see in Secret Reunion (2010) and The Berlin File (2013) that North Koreans can 

only truly overcome the crisis of their North Korean identities to embrace reform 

and globalization by leaving the Korean peninsula entirely; and in fact, Secret 

Reunion’s ending suggests that South Koreans can also leave South Korea to 

resolve an identity crisis stemming from insidious cold-war ideology. North Korea-

themed South Korean films from the mid-2000s and 2010s both promote “hybrid 

screen cultures,” but the mid-2000s films envision hybridity on the Korean 

peninsula between North and South, while films of the 2010s envision hybridity 

through the movement of (North and South) Koreans in the global sphere. The 

wildly popular tvN network television drama Crash Landing on You, which aired in 

late 2019 and early 2020, also envisions a romantic future for its North-South 

couple away from the Korean peninsula, in a neutral European country. 
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Conclusion 
 

South Korean films about North Korea and North Koreans have transformed 

from spy thrillers in the pre-2000s to humanistic portraits in the 2000s and back to 

spy thrillers (albeit with more complex spies) in the 2010s, and it remains to be seen 

how political shifts inside and outside the Korean peninsula will influence filmic 

portrayals of the North-South relationship in the 2020s and beyond. The three South 

Korean films featuring North Korean characters and places discussed in this essay 

are located at a transitional moment in North Korea and North Koreans on southern 

screens, breaking away from tired spy thriller clichés. A Bold Family and Over the 

Border both humanize North Koreans by including them in the family portrait, 

reflecting on the sadness of ongoing division while allowing for limited reunion. 

Over the Border goes one step further by allowing its North Korean lead character 

to dream, remember, and change, integrating into South Korean society as just one 

of many of Seoul’s global citizens. Finally, Welcome to Dongmakgol, as a Korean 

War blockbuster, obeys certain tragic melodramatic conventions in regard to the 

relationship between North Koreans and South Koreans, but imagines joint North-

South sacrifice for the greater good. The video camera that rolls the footage of the 

dancing soldiers and villagers during the ending credits pushes pre-war possibilities 

for reconciliation beyond the current stalemate into a more hopeful future. Amidst 

the stops and starts of inter-Korean relations—most recently with the Moon Jae-In 

administration’s attempts to continue the legacy of previous liberal presidents and 

achieve true reconciliation met by the ambivalence of much of the South Korean 

population, and a familiar lack of compromise on the part of the North Korean 

side—films visualize other possibilities.  

To return to the question asked at the beginning of this essay: Do these films 

and people’s interpretations of them tell us anything we do not already know about 

the North, or about the Korean peninsula as a whole, in the mid-2000s (and 

beyond)? I suggest that both the visual record—the on-location footage of 

Kŭmgangsan and the carefully-researched set of Pyongyang--and the broader trends 

in views toward inter-Korea relations add to the visual anthropology of North Korea 

and the Korean peninsula, standing alongside material such as defector testimonies 

and documentary footage of North Korea. We can trace the primary depictions of 

North Koreans as unreliable spies in the early 2000s, estranged family in the mid-

2000s, and back to unreliable (but more relatable) spies in the late 2000s and into 

the 2010s. The recent films featuring North Koreans who leave North Korea but opt 

out of South Korea, and the South Koreans who can finally meet them in free global 
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spaces away from the Korean peninsula will be an interesting trend to follow as it 

develops. Rather than the reunification sought in A Bold Family or reconciliation 

suggested in Over the Border, the global North and South Koreans in some films of 

the past few years search for their metaphorical Dongmakgol, where they can forget 

a divided geography and just be Koreans. 
 
 

Glossary 

Chaebŏl: Family owned conglomerates (Hyundai, Samsung, LG, etc.)  

Isan Kajok: divided families, referring to those family members separated by the 

North-South border after the Korean War 

Wŏlbukja: a person who went north (from what is in the present-day South Korea to 

North Korea) 

T’albukja: a person who left the north (to what is in the present-day South Korea) 

Hanbok: traditional Korean clothing 

Naengmyŏn: cold noodles, originally a North Korean regional cuisine that is now 

popular throughout the peninsula 

Sundaeguk: blood sausage soup 
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